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Abstract
A graphical representation
schema - Updated
Petri Nets (UPN) - has been
developed
to model rule based company policy specifications,
in the context
of computer
integrated
manufacturing
systems.
UPN facilitates
the modeling
of relationships
between operations
of various related application
systems and
the database updates and retrievals among all the CIM databases.
Based on
this representation,
a hierarchical modeling technique which includes refining and
aggregating rules has also been developed. Application of the UPN is demonstrated
in
desinging rule based systems for controlling and integrating the information between
manufacturing
applications,
including Computer
Aided Design, Computer
Aided
Process Planning, Manufacturing Resources Planning, and Shop Floor Control.

1

Introduction

In a modern factory, besides parts being produced, there is also a tremendous amount
of data being processed.
For an efficient operation, it is necessary not only to control
the manufacturing processes of products but also to manage and control the information
flow among all the computerized manufacturing application systems that exist in a modern
factory. The emphasis of most of the previous and current research projects is on individual
aspects of CIM, such as developing a generic CIM architecture, creating a global database
framework, or interfacing shop floor activities.
However, the future in automation of
modern factories will be based on a distributed environment which needs not only a generic
database framework but al so a controller, usually a knowledge rule-based system, to control
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the relationships between activities within all the computerized manufacturing application
systems. Our approach is to develop such a control mechanism, in the form of a rule based
system, for managing the information flow among all the existing and new manufacturing
application systems, and to fill the gap between the high level production management and
the low level factory automation [HARH 90] [HARH 91]. Similar approach has been used
in [DILT 91] which, different from ours, emphasizes on the design of an integrated database
framework and lacks of a formal modeling tool for validation and implementation.
Petri Nets [PETE 81] [MURA 89], which was adopted in the development of the UPN,
are ideal for modeling dynamically and formally analyzing complex dynamic relationships of
interacting systems. They were initially developed and used mainly for advanced computer
integrated systems design, both in hardware and software, such as artificial intelligence
in network systems [COUR 83], and for flexible manufacturing systems [CROC 86]. Most
recent applications of Petri Nets in manufacturing systems are focusing again on the shop
floor level, with a large number of work stations, robots, and transportation
systems, to be
handled by a central controller. Colored Petri Nets [ALLA 84] [KAMA 86] allow the model
designer to work at different aggregation levels. The main advantage of Colored Petri Nets
over General Petri Nets is the possibility of obtaining a compact representation of a large
and complex system.
This paper is structured as follows. The second section defines the problem domain and
research approach. Tthird section describes the features of UPN. The fourth section discuses
UPN validation capabilities. The last section presents our conclusions with recornmendations
for future work.

2

Company

Policy

Specification

for CIM

The objective of developing this UPN is to be able to model and validate the set of complex
rules and procedures of the company policy specification and particularly apply to Computer
Integrated Manufacturing.
This paper, aiming at linking product and process design,
manufacturing operations and production management, focuses on the control of information
flow between each of the key manufacturing applications at the factory level, including
Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), Manufacturing
Resource Planning (MRP 11), and Shop Floor Control (SFC) systems. This linkage between
manufacturing
application systems involves both the static semantic knowledge of data
cornmonalities and the dynamic control of functional relationships.
The cornmon data
entities, which form the basis of the integrated system, include: Parts, BilIs 01 Material in
CAD, Parts, Bilis 01 Material, Work Centers, Routings in CAPP, Parts, Bilis 01 Material,
Routings, Work Centers, Manulacturing Orders in MRP 11, Parts, Routings, Work Centers,
Manulacturing Orders in SFC. The functional relationships deal with the inter-relationships
of functions within those applications.
An example, which represents the releasing of a work center in MRP 11, is explained in
naturallanguage
as follows. Invoking the work center release transaction in MRP 11triggers
2
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a set of consistency checks, which are as follows: the WC LD. provided must exist in MRP II
with hold status; all the required data fields should have been filled, and any data fields left
out by users are requested at this stage. If all these checks are satisfied, the system changes
the work center status code from 'hold' to 'released', and a skeletal work center record is
automatically created in the work center file in CAPP, with its status set to 'working'.
The design and maintenance of this company policy specification starts from user defined
rule specifications, reflecting a specific company policy, which is then modeled using UPN.
The next step is to convert the UPN model into a set of General Petri Nets .(GPN) for
validation purposes, and feed the results back to the user to resolve (i) conflicting company
rules and (ii) errors introduced during the modeling phase. After the model has been
validated, a parser translates the UPN model into a rule specification language. In short,
the input is a set of company rules and the output is an Al production system for controlling
operations, accessibility and updates of data within the manufacturing applications involved.

3

U pdated Petri N ets

We have developed the Updated Petri Nets (UPN), which is a specialized type of the Colored
Petri Nets (CPN) [JENS 87], and a hierarchical modeling methodology with a systematic
approach for the synthesis of separate nets. The use of UPN allows the model designer to
work at different levels of abstraction.
Once we have this net we can selectively focus the
analysis effort on a particular

level within the hierarchy of a large model.

An UPN is a directed graph with three types of nodes: places which represent facts
or predicates, primitive transitions which represent rules or implications, and compound
transitions which represent meta-rules (sub-nets).
Enabling and causal conditions and
information flow specifications are represented by arcs connecting places and transitions.
Formally, an UPN is represented

as: UP N =< P, T, C, 1-,1+, Mo,lo, MT >, where:

1. P, T, C, 1-,1+, Mo represent the dassic Color Petri net definition. They identify the
part of the information system that provide the conditions for the information control.
Only this part of the UPN net is used in the validation process. These terms are
defined as follows [JENS 87]: P = {Pl, ...,Pn} denotes the set of places (cirdes) and
T = {t¡,...,tm} the set of primitive transitions (black bars), where pnT = 0 and
P U T =10. C is the color function defined from P U Tinto non-empty sets. It attaches
to each place a set of possible token-data and to each transition a set of possible data
occurrence. 1- and 1+ are negative and positive incidence functions defined on P x T,
such that l-(p, t), l+(p, t) E [C(t)MS -+ C(p)MS]L 't/(p,t) E P x T where SMS denotes
the set of all finite multisets over the non-empty set S, [C(t)MS -+ C(p )MS] the multiset
extension of [C(t) -+ C(p)MS] and [.. .]L denote a set of linear functions. The net has
no isolated places or transitions. The initial marking, Mo, is a funtion defined on P,
such that: Mo(p) E C(p), 't/p E P.
2. lo is an inhibitor function defined on P X T, such that:
3
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Attibute
wcid
des
dep
cap
sts
ste
res
esd

Color set
WCID
DES
DEP
CAP
MSTS
MSTE
RES
ESD
Complete

Description
DB data type
identification
identification number
text
description
text
department
integer
capacity
work center status code
{h, r} (hold, release)
work
center state code
{na, av} (not avail., avail.)
text
Resource code
date
Effectivity start date
data structure for work center in MRP 11
M wc(wcid, des, dep, cap, sts, ste, res, esd)

Table 1: Data information.
Io(p,t) E [C(t)MS -+ C(p)Msk,

V(p,t) E P X T.

3. MT = {mt}, oo.,mt¡} denotes the set of compound transitions (represented graphically
as blank bars), these are transitions which will be refined into more detailed subnets.
We have divided the representation of the domain knowledge in the following four groups:
Data, Facts, Rules, Metarules.
Data and relations between different data are used in
relational database management systems. Facts are used to declare a piece of information
about some data, or data relations in the system. The control of information flow is achieved
by Rules. Here, we are considering domains where the user specifies information control
policies using "if then" rules. Rules are expressed in UPN by means of transitions and ares.
Metaknowledge, in the form of metarules, is represented by net aggregation and hierarchical
net decomposi tion (compound transition), and will be detailed below.
The example shown in section 2, which represents the releasing of a work center in MRP
n, is now modeled in UPN, as shown in figure 1 to illustrate the corresponding component
of UPN.

3.1

Data

In an information system environment, the user needs to refer to atomic data, and establish
relations between different data by structuring information into composed data objects.
UPN allows the specification of atomic and composed data objects. As an example, let
us suppose that a work center record in MRP 11 can be in one of two different status: r
(release),

h (hold).

An atomic

data object

can be illustrated

by the status

set: sts

= {r, h}.

Furthermore, composed data objects used in UPN are a subset of the Cartesian product
SI X S2 x... X Sn, where S¡ is a set of atomic data. An example of composed data object can
be illustrated by the work center rclation in MRP 11 with the record name as Mwc. Due to
the specialized domain of this representation schema and database update, a special syntax

is used to identify database relations: < R > « Al >, ..., < An », where < R > is the
database relation and < A¡ > is the íth attribute of that relation. An example of the work
center relation in MRP n is listed in table 1.
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3.2

Facts

Facts in UPN are represcnted by places and the tokens in the places. The fact asserted
by one place is determined by the place name and its content (the colors of tokens in
it). We represent facts about a work center record in MRP 11 with two places: EMwc,
to describe the record s that have been already introduced in the MRP II database, and
N Mwc, which represents the negation of this fact. The UPN syntax of a fact within the
Database
is < R > «
Al >=< Vall >, ..., < An >=<
Valn », where < R > is the
database relation, < A¡ > is the ith attribute of that relation, and < Val¡ > is the value or
a corresponding variable of the ith attribute. These facts can be seen in figure 1 where they
are used to represent some user specifications (places Pl,P2,P3,P4,Ps,NMwc,EMwc,NPwc
and EPwc).

3.3

Rules

Rules are expressed in UPN as the combination of two entities: transitions and the ares
with their associated functions connecting the transition with its inputjoutput
places. Ares
identify information flow and flow conditions. UPN provide different types of arcs:
Enabling
ares are directed ares which connect a place with a transition defining a
precondition for that transition. They indicate which data must mark each place in order
to enable a transition as well as which data must be removed from that place on firing. In
order to be closer to the formal view of the net, let us focus for example on transition ts from
figure 1. Firstable, the color sets for the involved places and transitions must be identified:
C(EMwc) = MWC = WCID x DES x DEP x CAP x MS1'S x MS1'E x RES x ESD
C(NPwc)= WCID
C(EPwc) = PWC = WCID x DES x DEP x PS1'S
C(Ps)

= WDDCS = WCID

=

=

x DES

x DEP

x CAP

C(ts)
MWCSDD
WCID x DES x DEP x CAP x MS1'E x RES x ESD x DES x DEP
Color sets WCI D, DES, DEP,CAP, MS1'S, MSTE, RES, ESD, PSTS are as specified in table 1.

Functions in /- and /+ are defined
f(c) = 'x(V)exp(c), where e E C(t).
represented as follows:

v = wcid#,desO,clepO,cap#,
c

in terms of lambda expresions having the form
For transition ts, V and e E MWCSDD
can be

msteO, resO, esdO,des#, dep# and

= wcid, deso, depo, cap, msleo, '"eso, esdo, des, dep

The enabling arcs for ts are:

·

_
1 (ls,ps): exp =

wcid#
des

dep:
,A(V)exp
[ cap#
A(V)exp(c) = wcid, des, dep, cap

]

E [MWCSDDMs

5
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.

¡-(t5,

EMwe)

'\(V)exp( e)

.

: exp

= [ weid = weid#

= weid, despo, depo, -,

¡-(t5, N Pwe) : ex]'
wcid
'\(V)exp(e)

=

=[

],

weid#

],

'\(V)exp

E [MWCSDDMS

-+ MWCMS]L

such that

-, msteo, reso, esdo
'\(V)exp

E [MWCSDDMS

-+ WC1 DMS]L such that

Causal ares are dirccted arcs which conncct a transition/action
with a place/fact and
define a post-condition for the transitioll/action.
Causal arcs describe modifications to be
performed in the state of the Ilet when the transition/rule
is fired, and more concretely, they
indicate which colors must be added to a placc on firing. For example, these are the causal
arcs for transition l5 :

=

.

·

wcid weid#
des = des#
1+(t5, EMwe) : exp =
del' = dep#
'\(V)exp E [MWCSDDMS
cap = eap#
sts = r
]
[
'\(V)exp( e) = weid, deso, depo, cap, r, msteo, ,.eso, esdo
1+(t5, EPwe) : exp

wcid = wcid#
des = des#

=

'\(V)exp E [MWCSDDMS

d el' = d el'#

[

sts = w

-+ MWCMS]L such that

-+ PWCMS]L such that

]

'\(V)exp(e) = weid, des, del', cap, w

Cheeking ares indicate which data must mark each place in order to enable a transition
but no data is removed. It can be represented as an enabling and causal arc together. The
arcs connecting EMwc and l4 is an example being shown in figure!.
Additional predieates
can be attached to the transitions, which represent additional
conditions applied on the values of variables used in the surrounding ares. For example: a
predicate, cap# :S 1000, may be attached to transition l4 to assure that the capacity entered
by the user is within a valid range.

3.4

Meta-Rules

Metaknowledge and hierarchical net descriptions are represented by Melaru/es (expressed
by compound transitions of the UPN) and mainly used in UPN as a mechanism to define
sub-nets. They are used in two different directions to allow a structural and hierarchical
composition of the domain knowledge:
Horizontal
metarules relate rules at the same level of abstraction and allow the
aggregation of rules under specific criteria. For example, the relationship of rules shown
in figure 1 is a horizontal metarule. 'l'he formal represcntation of that subnet is specified by
its incidence fUllctiolls. Tables 3 and 2 illustrate the expresions (from the lambda expresions)
for that incidence functions, wherc:
E= {€}

MWCSC = WC1D x DES x DEP x CAP x MSTE x RES x ESD x DES x DEP x CAP
WDDC

= WC1D

x DES x DEP x CAP
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o
EMwc

I

NPwe
EPwc
P2.1
P2.2
P2,J
P2,4
P2,5

MWC

I o

WCID
PWC
E
WCID
WCID
WCID

I

I WDDC

o

sts==
r
I wcid
wcid#

des
1

[

dep
=id sts

= des#
= dep#
h
==woid#

[

= 1]

weid

]

O
O
abs
O
O
O

O
O
O
[weid#J
O
O

O
O
O
[weid#J
O
O

O
O
O
[weid# J
O
O

[weió
O
O
O
O
O

O

O

O

O

des
de

[
Table 2: Expresions
-

for the negative

incidence

wd,
eaJ

fuctions.

------

exp for J
NMwc

I WCID

= des#
= dep#

des
dep
wadsts

EMwc I MWC I

O

O
O

O

O

[

==

r
weid sts weid#

]

[

h
==woid#

NPwc

I WCID

I

O

EPwc

I pwc

I

O

O

O

O

O
[weid#J
O
O

abs
O
[weid#J
O

O
O
O
[weid#J

O
O
O
O

O

O

O

P2,1
P2,2
P2,J
P2.4
P2,5

E
WCID
WCID
WCID
I WDDC

I

[

des#
dep#
eap#
=id#

]

[W

]

[T¡#]

,

]

'rabIe 3: Expresions for the positive incidence fuctions.
ich define
Vertical metarules establish relationships between one rule and other
knowledge at a lower level of abstraction and allow a structure of rules to fo bstraction
hierarchy.

4

Hierarchical

Modeling

Approach

GeneralIy speaking, any "company policy" starts from the spccification
ral global
rules which describe aggregate operations for a given entity within the sys hese rules
are then further refined into more detailed specifications on a step by st s, until no
aggregate operatiolls are left. Following a similar concept, a hierarchical
g method
using UPN has been developed which allows the system designer to st
abstract
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global nets and continue with successive refinements until the desired degree of detail has
been reached. In addition to the refinement of rules within each scenario, a technique is
needed to synthcsize all the scenarios lo form a coherent net representing the company-wide
policy for all entities in the syslem. Some work in hierarchical representation using Petri Nets
has been done ror various applications [NARA 85]. The hierarchical modeling methodology
adopted here incorporales:
Top-down
stepwise refinement
technique
for the modeling of each scenario from an
abstract and aggregate level to a detailed leveI. This approach necessitates the
developmenl of new Petri Net modeling entities which inelude two types of transitions
as mentioned in the previous section; one to represent primitive rules, and the other
to represent metarules which can be further refined into sub-nets. The connections
are represented by calIs from one compound transition of the net at the abstract level
to the sub-nets at the more detailed level, and an example is shown in figure 2. The
transition,where the call was made, is formed by a calling net which contains one input
transition (ti), one waiting place (pw), and one output transitioIl (to). There are, for
each sub-net being called, an arc connecting from the input transiton to that sub-nel
and a returning arc back to its output transition. The interface between the input
transition and the sub-net being called is a place representing the initiation of the
sub-net and the interface between the output transition and that sub-net is a place
representing the satisfaction of the sub-neto
Synthesis
technique
for synthesizing separate nets, which represent different scenarios of
the system, to form a coherent neto Our modeling approach is capable of incorporating
the modeling of the databases of the manufacturing application systems involved,
using UPN, by defining the database states as global variables and interfacing the
application procedures (company policy) through the default modification procedure
(system dependent) and places representing database states, and synthesizing nets

through them systematically. More details can be found in [HARH

5

91]

Knowledge verification

One of the major objective of creating a KBS using Petri Nets is the ability of validating
the KBS mathematicalIy and systematically. Completeness (dead-end rules, unfirable rules),
consistency (redundant rules, subsumed rules, under-constrained rules), and conflicts, are the
major issues in knowledgefrule validation [NGUY 87], [LOPE 90]. The incidence matrices of
Petri Nets representing the rule base can be used to perform some of these validation checks
and verify them wilh lhe aid of specific domain knowledge. Several othcr analysis techniques
for Petri Nets, including, reachability trees, behavioral nets, and net invariants, are also used
[MURA 89] [MARI' 82]. The nct invariants, which represent mutually exclusive conditions
within the "cornpany policy", can reveallogical confiicts in the specificatioIl of the original
rules and possibly errors introduced during the modeling process. The reachability tree can
be used to detect any c\cadlocks or inconsistencies in the model. The behavioral net can be
8
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used to detect redundancies in the net and is a useful tool for reducing the complexity of the
model. Some reduction rules have also been investigated for reducing the complexity of nets
prior to the analysis phase [HARH 91]. However, these analysis techniques were initially
developcd for Generalized Petri Nets (GPN), and do not apply to Colored Petri Nets (CPN)
which are characterized by a great diversity of linear functions that are associated to their
arcs. This fact introduces a high complexity in the development and execution of these
algorithms. We have taken the approach of unlolding UPN into GPN before they can be
analyzed [I-IARH 91].

6

Conclusions

A formal structured representation schema COI'rule based systems has been developed
and demonstrated
with information integration for manufacturing
applications.
The
representation schema, caBed UPN, is based on the graphical and formal capabilities of
colored Petri nets to express and validate if-them rules. The UPN is capable of representing
user specification rules as well as database updates and retrievals, which is necessary for
controlling and integrating information within current and future distributed database
systems. Related rules can be aggregated at the same level of abstraction and the relation
between one rule at a given level of abstraction and a set of aggregated rules at a lewer leve!
of abstraction is also allowed. These facilities provide a mechanism for step wise refinement
in modeling and validation.
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CAPP
dBS

NPwc
Mwc(wcid=wcidll,
cap=capll,sts=r)
Pwc( wcid=wcidll ,des=desll,
dep=depll ,cap=ca pll ,sts=w)

EPwc

release(mrpwc)

tI:
t2:
t3:
t4:
t5:

request and read wcid
write eITar message and restart
write eITar message
request other information
update work centcr record in MRP 11 dBase
with sts=r, and additional data,
inscrt a work center record in CAPP dBase

pl: user starts the transaction
p2: wcid is provided
p3: work center ID does not exist in MRP 11
p4: work center already has 'r' status in MRP II
p5: all the necessary data is provided
EM wc: existence of work center in MRP 11 dBasc
NMwc: non-existence of work center in MRP II dBase
EPwc: existencc of work center in CAPP dBase
NPwc: non-existence of work center in CAPP dBase

Figure 1: Subnet of the work center creation scenario "Release of a work center in MRP Il".
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t________________________________
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Net making

call

Figure 2: Example of call between UPN sub-nets
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